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Announcements

Thanks for your understanding!
Marginals has been undergoing changes as we work through a new platform. This means that sends have been a bit wonky and not everyone has received them each week. We're hoping to have the glitches worked out in the very near future. If you have any questions, please contact Sadie Brendalen. Thank you for your patience and understanding!

The Food Industry Annual Report
The 2018-19 TFIC Annual Report is now available online.

CFANS International Travel Grant Deadline
This is a reminder that the July 1 deadline for the new CFANS International Travel Grant is just around the corner! This grant program aims to support CFANS faculty and staff's international research, or to help offset costs associated with the development of study abroad programming. Click here to view full grant details as well as instructions on how to apply.

Congratulations!
Sunny and Brook welcomed their baby girl, Zema, on June 8th. The new family of three are healthy and happy!

Jobs
**Economist**

The Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics at the University of Wyoming is seeking applicants for a lecturer position focused on agribusiness and agricultural economics. The successful candidate will be expected to teach undergraduate courses in core agribusiness topics. Specific teaching responsibilities and courses will be established based on departmental need and candidate background. The candidate will also have the opportunity to assist the department in reshaping its core offerings to prepare students for success in agricultural jobs of the future. This is likely to include changing needs for: integrated, interdisciplinary, and online course offerings, student mentoring, and enhanced student-alumni interactions. The individual may also assist in advising/mentoring undergraduate students with agricultural economics degree interests.

[Apply online.](#)

**Assistant Professor**

The University of Southern Denmark in Esbjerg invites applications for a 6-year tenure-track assistant professorship position at the Department of Sociology, Environmental and Business Economics (SEBE) in environmental and resource economics, with a preferred focus on blue (marine and/or maritime) economy. Research in the Department is organized in three research groups, and this position will be part of the Management and Economics of Resources and the Environment group (MERE). The successful applicant is expected to play an active role in the MERE research group and to be able to work collaboratively with colleagues in this and other research groups and centers at the Department.

[Apply online.](#)

**Research Economist**

The National Marine Fisheries Services (NMFS), Northwest Fisheries Science Center (NWFSC), Fishery Resource Analysis and Monitoring Division (FRAM), is seeking a Research Industry Economist, to perform the following duties:

- Serve as a member of the Northwest Fisheries Science Center’s Economic and Social Sciences Research Program to define the scope and scale of research programs in accordance with stakeholders' needs.
- Provide input into the design and implementation of research efforts applying expert knowledge of and guidance on social science methods, products, and information.
- Provide leadership with partners at the West Coast Regional Office and the Pacific Fishery Management Council to help improve applied analyses and adequacy of research goals and direction.
- Design and implement studies to address information needs such as the effects of fisheries regulations and policies on fishers, fishing families, and fishing communities to gather and analyze data and information, as well as develop materials to convey the findings.
Education Outreach and Instruction Director

The Minnesota Council on Economic Education (MCEE) is located in the Department of Applied Economics, a department within the College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities. This position provides content development and coordination of program delivery, delivers or arranges instructors to deliver teacher professional development statewide, assists with writing grants and reports for programs, assists with marketing and communications and supports general administration. Some statewide travel to work with Centers for Economic Education and to deliver teacher professional development workshops involved. Apply using reference number 331258.

Apply online.